obp’s **ER-SPEC** is a single-use vaginal speculum with integrated LED light source. The ready-to-use device eliminates the time and expense of reprocessing and reduces the risk of cross-contamination in the medical setting by making rechargeable and plug-in light sources obsolete.

**ER-SPEC** is designed for use on women undergoing a procedure requiring vaginal access and exposure, such as a pelvic examination. Ideal for clinics, emergency rooms, urgent care centers, and physician offices; **ER-SPEC** is the most trusted brand of pre-lit single-use vaginal specula worldwide.

**To Order**

EMAIL: **SALES@OBPMED.COM**

CALL: **1-978-291-6853**

WEB: **OBPMEDICAL.COM**

- Item # C020001 (Side-Opening Medium)
- Item # C020130-1 (Extra-Small)
- Item # C020100-1 (Small)
- Item # C020110-1 (Medium)
- Item # C020120-1 (Large)
- Item # C020140-1 (Extra-Large)
- Item # C020300 (Small - Sterile)
- Item # C020310 (Medium - Sterile)
- Item # C020320 (Large - Sterile)
ILLUMINATE THE EVERYDAY

obp is the leading global developer of single-use, self-contained, illuminating medical devices. We integrate light with device — making them one — creating effective and simplified single-use solutions. Our innovative products are used in more than 10,000 physician offices, surgery centers and hospitals throughout the U.S., as well as healthcare facilities worldwide. At obp, we illuminate the everyday.

THE MOST COMPLETE LINE OF
PRE-LIT SINGLE-USE VAGINAL SPECULA

PRODUCT FEATURES

• Disposable, single-use device reduces risk of cross-contamination
• Each ER-SPEC comes ready for use with an integrated ultra-bright LED light source
• No assembly required and no additional parts needed
• High powered, battery-operated LED light source can produce peak light for 30+ minutes
• LED light source generates no damaging heat
• Patented locking hinges offer added strength and stability
• Also available, OFFICESPEC single-use side-opening vaginal speculum with integrated LED light source

Now available in 6 sizes

OFFICESPEC Single-Use Side-Opening Vaginal Speculum with Integrated LED Light Source

GPO CONTRACTS

VIZIENT CONTRACT MS3250
PREMIER CONTRACT PP-NS-1248
INTALERE CONTRACT VH11348
HEALTHTRUST CONTRACT 5741
ROI CONTRACT RMS02360
FIRSTCHOICE CONTRACT FC2370

GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS

GSA CONTRACT V797D-70180
DAPA CONTRACT SP0200-16-H-0064